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A “traditional” process dedicates most time to planning and
building, with first user feedback after program is already built
ILLUSTRATIVE
Define
problem

Plan solution / program

Build

Test

Deploy

1+ weeks

5+ weeks

15+ weeks

2+ weeks

1+ weeks

In what scenarios would this approach work best?

What are the limits of this approach?

In familiar environments with the availability of
a lot of background knowledge

Limited time and flexibility to adapt to user
feedback

With known and well-established target
populations (users)

Sunk costs due to time investment in building a
predefined solution (lock-in)

With traditional programs and technologies or
well-established processes

Limited flexibility to introduce novel
technologies or processes
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Let’s flip our approach: rapid test cycles allows more time for user
feedback, resulting in a solution fit to serve your beneficiaries
“Don’t think of it as failure, think of it as designing experiments
through which you’re going to learn.”

-

Tim Brown, CEO IDEO global design and innovation company

...your solution
...refine your product

...about your users
...refine your problem
...your results
...integrate new ideas
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Example 1: The goal of SeeHow was to use the prevalence of mobile phones among
farmers [scale] as visual insight into agricultural situations [objective information].

Failed to think about the user incentives early. Technology will most likely
not prohibit scale; but an ill-designed user journey does.
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Example 2: The goal of CajùLabs is to use remote sensing technology for intelligence
on the cashew production sector in Benin, West Africa (e.g. targeted training).

Hurdle: Adapting available technologies to local smallholder farming
environment and creating and maintaining a usable interface.
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Example 3: The goal of the BeninCajù Chatbot is to train farmers on good agricultural
practices remotely, leading to improved outreach and greater production volume.

Contextualized user profile
with language, literacy,
digital setup, connectivity,
social norms, needs, etc.

Success: Used pretendotype method to understand user needs and
aligned available tech solutions to a functional tool fit for field deployment.
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There are three major things we can do to put innovative solutions
on track for success and attract tech players to new markets:

The obvious one: We need to build tech-supportive environments and allow innovators to inform
policy. The basics are making sure that countries have a competitive telecommunication sector
and market access for a range of services from abroad is provided.

The logical one: We need to invest in institutional innovation to create networks of stakeholders
and link use cases to technology providers, revealing missed market opportunities and attract
technology players to developing countries.

The painful one: Failure is part of successful tech projects and is the reason why testing is key.
Donors need to accept funding failure. Efficient knowledge transfer across projects can maximize
learning potentials.
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Panel discussion

